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Chapter 571 

Yi Xingchen sent a total of five people, one of whom is still Liu Zejun, Yi Xingchen four people, has four 

out of two, enough to show the importance he attaches to this matter. 

After coming to Hangzhou, Guo Tao had already done the fake documents for them, as long as they put 

their photos on it, and from Jiangzhou to the girl student’s hometown, crossing from Hangzhou was 

actually not a detour, so Ji Feng rushed directly to Wan Dong after instructing them in person. 

Ji Feng did this not because he was overwhelmed with love, but because he wanted to show his 

fraternal heart. Rather, it was because, it was closely related to what he was going to do next! 

“Little Feng, you’re surfing the internet this early in the morning?!” Xiao Changhe finished freshening up 

and came to the suite where Ji Feng was, only to find, to his dismay, that Ji Feng was sitting in front of 

his computer, crackling his keyboard. 

“Uncle Xiao, I was looking up some information ……” he smiled, “By the way, Uncle Xiao, I’ve already 

asked someone, don’t worry, the money that Zhou Chengxin cheated you, after you’ve paid, Yuantai 

Group will return it, there’s any more problems!” 

“Yuantai Group is such a big group, they are willing to go soft easily?!” Xiao Changhe was stunned and 

asked with some surprise, then he hesitated a little: “Little Feng, you’re not relieving me, are you?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Uncle Xiao, we will see the day after tomorrow morning at the latest, if I am relieving 

you, how can I say that the time is longer, like two months, or half a year or something like that?” 

“That’s true, that’s true!” Xiao Changhe’s mood suddenly improved, he nodded and said, “Little Feng, 

I’ve really caused you trouble this time, making you come all the way here, it’s really ……” 

Ji Feng heatedly smiled, “Uncle Xiao, that’s an outlandish thing for you to say, we’re all family, we don’t 

talk about family!” 

“Right, right, right!” 

Xiao Changhe was in an extremely comfortable mood, nodded vigorously and said, “Since things have 

been settled, Little Feng, you can go out shopping with your friends, I’m an old man, I’ll stay in the hotel 

and watch TV, you don’t have to stay here with me!” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, saying, “Uncle Xiao, although the matter has been settled, you can’t go back 

now, you’ll act when I inform you of the payment!” 

“I know, I know!” Xiao Changhe kept nodding his head, after the experience of being cheated, Xiao 

Changhe really didn’t dare to do anything indiscriminately in this unfamiliar Hangzhou city, moreover, 

such a big trouble was solved in just one day after Ji Feng came, this was enough to show Ji Feng’s ability 

and his extensive network of connections, Xiao Changhe would naturally be very convinced of him. 

Xiao Changhe did not know that Ji Feng simply had other plans. But by telling this well-intentioned lie, 

he was able to make Xiao Changhe feel relieved. 



In fact, Ji Feng was also unfamiliar with the city of Hangzhou. If Zhou Shilin did not have enough belly 

and sent a killer on the same day, Ji Feng would have had to go to He Hongwei in the end. 

But Xiao Changhe didn’t know this, so in his opinion, Ji Feng used his family’s network to contact the 

Yuantai Group, and that was how the matter was resolved. 

After Xiao Changhe left, Ji Feng also looked up what he wanted on his computer – the contact details of 

Zhou Fei Fei, the deputy general manager of Shengshi Group, at the group, and the external contact 

details of Zhou Yanmin, the chairman of the board! 

Ji Feng knew very well that if he wanted the $50 million that Xiao Changhe had been cheated out of to 

come back, it would have to fall on these two people. According to his investigation, although Zhou 

Yanmin had two sons, it seemed that his other son did not hold any position in the group. 

Of course, Ji Feng thought it was probably because he had gotten so little information that he was 

unable to find out what Zhou Yanmin’s other son was actually doing, but that didn’t matter, what 

mattered was whether Zhou Yanmin attached importance to Zhou Shilin, his son! 

Ji Feng looked at Zhou Yanmin’s number, it was a landline number, and it seemed to be a contact 

number in the company, Ji Feng didn’t care that much, as long as he could contact Zhou Yanmin, it didn’t 

matter where exactly the number was. He carefully deliberated on what to say, and Ji Feng first dialed 

Zhou Yanmin’s publicly available external contact number. 

“Hello, which one?!” A melodious female voice rang out. 

Ji Feng asked, “May I ask if Chairman Zhou Yanmin Zhou is in?” 

“The chairman is busy, may I ask which one you are? What can I do for you?” The woman said. 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment before continuing, “It’s like this, I have something I want to talk to 

Chairman Zhou about, it’s about his son Zhou Shilin!” 

“Can you tell us roughly what the matter is? Because our chairman is very busy, if you don’t tell us 

clearly, the chairman may not have time to see you!” The woman said. 

Ji Feng hummed and said, “Your chairman’s son, he did something outside that he shouldn’t have done 

and is now involved in a crime, please tell your chairman that I will call back in ten minutes.” 

The operator on the other end of the phone was taken aback, she hurriedly said, “Yes, I’ll go and report 

to the chairman, what’s your name sir?” 

“Ji!” Ji Feng finished indifferently and hung up the phone directly, coldly snorting in his heart, this Zhou 

Yanmin has a really big stance! 

In fact, Ji Feng also knew that as the chairman of a large group company, Zhou Yanmin must be very 

busy, but remembering those things Zhou Shilin had done, Ji Feng inevitably carried anger in his heart 

and spoke a bit harsher. 

And at this time, at the headquarters of Shengshi Group in Hangzhou, a customer service officer was 

quickly running towards the chairman’s office, “Chairman, chairman!” 



Zhou Yanmin, who was approving documents, instantly frowned and said in a deep voice, “Has the sky 

fallen? What do you look like panicking!” 

The customer service agent was startled and hurriedly steadied himself, but his voice was still eager: 

“Chairman, just now we received a call from a man surnamed Ji, saying that he had something to discuss 

with the chairman regarding the young master, he said ……” 

“What did he say?!” Zhou Yanmin’s face eased a little when he heard that it was about his son. 

“That gentleman said that the young master has done something outside that he shouldn’t have done 

and has been involved in a crime, and he wants to talk to you, the chairman ……,” the customer service 

officer said carefully. 

“Humph!” 

Zhou Yanmin frowned at once and asked in a deep voice, “Did he call up customer service?” 

“Yes!” The customer service agent immediately nodded and answered. 

“Ignore him, if he calls again, just say that I already know about the matter and I will take care of it!” 

Zhou Yanmin said, a person who only knew to call on customer service would obviously not have any 

origin, he didn’t even know his office’s phone number, what was there to value in such a person? 

Watching the customer service lady leave, Zhou Yanmin couldn’t help but coldly snort, secretly saying, 

“Shi Lin, this brat, must be playing his young master’s prestige again …… this brat, all spoiled by his 

mother, it’s really time to take control!” 

He did not think about the fact that he himself was likewise a bully and a snob who resented the poor 

and loved the rich, which could be seen from his treatment of Ji Feng on the phone. 

…… 

“Beep beep beep!” 

Exactly ten minutes passed before Ji Feng put the call through on time, “Hello, this is ……” 

“Mr. Ji is it?” The other party, however, interrupted him directly, although the tone was just as gentle, Ji 

Feng heard a hint of something wrong, “Mr. Ji, the chairman of the board is already aware of the 

problem you are reacting to, he will take time to deal with it!” 

“Reacting to the problem?!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, did this Zhou Yanmin take him for the disciplinary committee? 

“Sorry, I don’t want to react to the problem, but to talk to Zhou Yanmin ……” 

Before Ji Feng could finish his words, that customer service lady once again interrupted him, “Sorry sir, 

our customer service is very busy, if you don’t have anything else to do, then I’ll see you next time!” 

Pop! 

The phone was hung up! 



Ji Feng froze even as he listened to the busy tone coming from the phone. 

He was reacting to a problem? Zhou Yanmin would take the time to deal with it? Really tmd …… 

Ji Feng was simply about to break out in curses, this Zhou Yanmin not only put on a high and mighty 

look, but he didn’t even know exactly what problem he was going to say, he actually said he would take 

time to deal with it? Your son has committed a crime, a capital offence! How are you going to find the 

time to deal with it? 

These perfunctory words left Ji Feng half-hearted! 

Taking a deep breath, Ji Feng dialed that customer service number again, and as soon as the other party 

got through he asked, “When you said that just now, did Zhou Yanmin mean it, or did you just say it on 

your own initiative?!” 

“Normal people know that our customer service is specialized in serving leaders and customers!” The 

other party said gently, and then snapped and hung up the phone. 

Ji Feng then couldn’t help but touch his nose, this third phone call, and he became an abnormal person? 

“Forget it, since this path won’t work, then let’s change to another one!” Ji Feng hummed and prepared 

to dial over according to Zhou Fei Fei’s contact information written down on the paper. 

However, when Ji Feng saw that Zhou Fei Fei’s contact information was still a landline, he was stunned, 

it wouldn’t be the same customer service that answered the phone just now, would it? 

I can’t imagine that one day I’ll actually be confused by a customer service! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, even though he knew it must be Zhou Yanmin’s intention, but 

spoken by this customer service’s soft voice, it could still blow up one’s lungs! 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and still dialed Zhou Fei Fei’s contact number: “Hello ……” 

“This gentleman, if you still call to disrupt our normal work, we will have to report a warning about your 

harassment ……” The familiar voice of the female customer service agent came over the phone. 

Ji Feng immediately roared low: “You go tell Zhou Fei Fei that if she wants to save Zhou Shilin’s life, call 

me immediately, remember, my name is Ji Feng!” 

Pop! 

Saying that, Ji Feng directly hung up the phone, he was even thinking with hatred in his heart, you hung 

up on me three times, I’ve finally gotten a game back! 

And at this moment, that customer service person was shocked, this person called three times, the 

young master shouldn’t really be in trouble, right?! 

  

Chapter 572 



Zhou Fei Fei has been having a headache lately, as she grows older, more and more people come to 

propose marriage to her. However, this is not enough to bother her, because for those who come 

forward, her parents will at least consider her feelings or discuss them with her. 

Moreover, most of the people who came to the matchmakers were the sons of political figures who 

were not as well-off as the Zhou family, or who were not of very high status, so how could such people 

meet the eyes of her parents? 

And even those gentry who were chasing after her, few of them could meet the eyes of their parents! 

So all this time, although Zhou Fei Fei was troubled, she did not have a headache. 

However, what made her feel most anxious and helpless was that recently, a few of the senior gentry in 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang had gradually launched an attack on her. Although due to her status and face or 

other factors, the attacks were not so obvious and Zhou Fei Fei could pretend not to know about them. 

But she knew very well that those so-called gentry were in fact bastards in human skin, wolves in human 

skin, and when their patience was worn out in time, their wolfish nature would be revealed. 

And what’s more, those people want to get both money and people! 

Zhou Fei Fei’s charming and peach-like beauty, her voluptuous body, as well as the Zhou family’s huge 

wealth and amazing network of connections, those people all wanted to get it! 

However, Fei Fei Zhou could not easily refuse those people. 

On the one hand, those people’s family background and energy, so that Zhou Fei Fei dare not offend 

them, and on the other hand, for these can promote the development of the Zhou family, let the Zhou 

family to a higher level of the world, the real tzd, Zhou Fei Fei’s parents and elders see them, eyes are 

put on, and even constantly encouraged Zhou Fei Fei, nothing to go to ask those people out to play …… 

What does that mean, even a fool knows! 

However, Zhou Fei Fei was unwilling to do so, so now she can only hide in the company every day and 

work desperately as a way to avoid those people’s advances. 

In fact, when she thought of the way those people looked at her, she couldn’t help but shudder in her 

heart, that kind of gaze that had no feelings other than the naked colour of lust made Zhou Fei Fei’s 

body goosebumps. 

Even though she knew that her figure was too hot and flirtatious, even a flirtatious one that made 

people unable to help but feel carnal desire at the first sight, these were beyond her control, so she 

could only choose to hide when facing those powerful gentry. 

“Ugh!” 

Zhou Fei Fei sighed softly, “I hope to have a deeper cooperation with the He family soon, perhaps, with 

the might of He Hongwei, I can make those packs of wolves who are full of endless desires, all 

voluntarily back off and dispel this idea from now on. If He Hongwei doesn’t step up for himself, then he 

may really have to take a human life himself ……” 



Although these gentry in Jiangsu and Zhejiang are all above the law and do not buy into the general 

officials and wealthy businessmen, but in front of He Hongwei, they cannot allow those people to be 

reckless, and Zhou Fei Fei believes that those people still have to give a few face if they meet He 

Hongwei! 

“I don’t know how far we can go before He Hongwei is willing to step in for us ……” Zhou Fei Fei sighed 

lightly in her heart and then smiled mockingly, “It’s already a great honor to be able to cooperate with 

the He family, but I can’t believe I’m still thinking about how far I can go with He Hongwei ……” 

It’s not that Zhou Fei Fei didn’t think that He Hongwei might also have that kind of interest in herself, so 

during the Chinese New Year, she personally went to Yanjing and met with He Hongwei. 

  

Zhou Fei Fei immediately understood that although He Hongwei was a normal man, and although he 

also liked beautiful women, he had his own pride – he would not allow himself to fall for a woman who 

was full of purpose for him! 

Zhou Fei Fei wanted to use He Hongwei’s authority, but obviously did not meet He Hongwei’s standards. 

Therefore, Zhou Fei Fei could only hope to take her partnership with He Hongwei a step further, as a 

deterrent to those sons of the world and tzd’s who had bad intentions for her! 

I don’t know why, when I think of He Hongwei, Zhou Fei Fei’s mind can’t help but conjure up another 

cold face, a face with a pair of deep, starry eyes, a hard, wise smile, and, with a mocking look, and the 

kind of confidence and generalship that comes from the heart …… 

Ji Feng! 

That young man who used chopsticks to directly pierce his brother Zhou Shilin’s palm, but had no regard 

for his image! 

Zhou Fei Fei had to admit that since she knew how to appreciate men, knew how to appreciate 

handsome men as a woman since men like beautiful women, she had only seen two men of her age who 

were charming and poised enough to make her somewhat at a loss for words. 

…… is Ji Feng and He Hongwei! 

These two, both so proud of themselves, one was poised and gentle; the other, casual and natural, yet 

with an indefinable charm! 

It was just a pity that Ji Feng seemed to have such a lack of goodwill towards the Zhou family, especially 

towards Zhou Shilin, and he didn’t even half hide his dislike for Zhou Shilin at all; one displeasure and he 

would launch a harsh and vicious counterattack in his own way. 

That’s right, a counter-attack! 

Having met with Ji Feng twice, on both occasions, Ji Feng had countered in his unique way, thus letting 

himself know, how terrifying he was! 

“Hoo ……” 



Zhou Fei Fei shook her head slightly, a depressed breath pouring out of her red lips as she withdrew her 

mind and refocused her attention on the documents in front of her. 

“Stomp stomp stomp ……!” 

At this time, a rush of footsteps sounded outside the door, and Zhou Fei Fei could not help but frown 

slightly, in the future, she should discuss with the company’s middle-level leaders and above, and 

promulgate a rule, but anyone who wears high heels is not allowed to trot or walk in the company …… 

The voice was getting closer and closer and finally came to a halt outside the door. 

“Knock, knock, knock!” A knock sounded on the door. 

Zhou Fei Fei’s eyebrows knitted slightly: “Come in!” 

Snap! 

The door was pushed open and a female customer service agent walked in and said hurriedly, “Zhou, 

Mr. Zhou, there was a person who called just now ……” 

This woman, the very same customer service person who had just answered the phone, hurriedly told 

what had just happened. 

“A crime?! And saving Shi Lin’s life?” Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face sank as she asked, “Did that person say 

who he was?” 

“Oh, right, that person seemed to say that his name was Ji, Ji Feng ……” 

“Called what?!” Zhou Fei Fei’s delicate body suddenly shook, “Ji Feng?!” 

“Yes, yes!” The customer service agent didn’t understand why Zhou reacted so strongly, she hurriedly 

nodded her head and said. 

“Why didn’t you come to report this earlier!” Zhou Fei Fei stood up at once, “Do you have his contact 

information? Where is he?!” 

The customer service agent was a bit dumbfounded, this Ji Feng, who seemed to be highly valued by the 

vice general manager …… would he tell anyone about his bad attitude? 

“Asking you, didn’t you hear?!” Zhou Fei Fei asked at once unhappily. 

“Guest, on the customer service record, there is his caller ID ……,” this female customer service said in a 

panic. 

“I’ll get back to you later!” Zhou Fei Fei coldly dropped these words, directly ran out, but she forgot that 

she was also wearing high heels …… only leaving behind the scared and pale female customer service! 

At this time, Zhou Fei Fei could not care less about this, Ji Feng called and said that it was related to the 

matter of Shi Lin, that must not be false, but he was rejected three times …… 

The actual fact is that you will not want to mess with this kind of real family and gentry children again, 

the other side can kill people just by moving their lips! 



The time on it was passing second by second, almost two minutes had passed since he made the last 

call, but he hadn’t waited for Zhou Fei Fei’s call. 

“What a high-class family, it seems they have decided that I, a commoner, can’t do anything to them!” Ji 

Feng sneered and directly threw the phone on the table. 

“Ding ……” The phone, however, suddenly rang. 

Ji Feng frowned slightly, was this a tease? 

He grunted coldly and saw that it was an unfamiliar phone number on it, and only then did he pick up, 

“Which one?!” 

“Ji, Ji Feng?!” On the phone, came a woman’s voice, a voice full of seduction, just by listening to the 

voice, one could imagine how charming the other party was …… 

Ji Feng immediately confirmed that it was Zhou Fei Fei’s voice. 

He sneered, “Which one?!” 

“Ji Feng, this is Zhou Fei Fei!” The Zhou Fei Fei on the other side of the phone secretly screamed, of 

course she could hear the coldness in Ji Feng’s words, obviously she was unhappy about being hung up 

on three times before, but she couldn’t be blamed for that! 

“Zhou Fei Fei, a movie starring your brother Zhou Shilin is in my hands, and the content must be of great 

interest to you.” Ji Feng opened the door and said. 

Zhou Fei Fei was stunned, and then guessed what was going on, but she was secretly relieved that the 

movie starring Zhou Shilin that Ji Feng was talking about might have been secretly filmed when he was 

having an affair outside, which wasn’t a big deal, at most it would have some impact on the reputation 

of the Zhou family, but it had nothing to do with crime, right? 

But since Ji Feng said so, Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t not give him face, so she said; “Ji Feng, whatever you 

want, just ask!” 

Hearing the ease with which she said it, Ji Feng couldn’t help but hum: “The content of the movie is 

wonderful …… wait until you’ve seen it!” 

Listening to Ji Feng’s sneer, Zhou Fei Fei suddenly realized that something seemed wrong, as if …… it 

wasn’t as simple as she had imagined! 

Chapter 573 

The West Lake Hotel is a four-star hotel, but in fact, it is not a real West Lake hotel, but just a name to 

attract guests by taking advantage of the East Wind of West Lake. 

But people from abroad really eat this. When you come to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, how can you not visit 

the West Lake? When you come to West Lake, how can you not stay at the West Lake Hotel? 

Xiao Changhe probably had this in mind when he stayed at the West Lake Hotel. But in reality, he didn’t 

know that there were dozens of hotels and restaurants with the word ‘West Lake’ in their names on the 

West Lake. 



Only some are famous and some are not well known! 

However, staying in this West Lake Hotel only showed a lack of understanding of Hangzhou. 

So when Zhou Fei Fei knew that Ji Feng was staying at the West Lake Hotel, she immediately realised 

that Ji Feng must not know much about Hangzhou. 

But even so, Zhou Fei Fei didn’t have the slightest intention to despise Ji Feng, what kind of person was 

Ji Feng? That’s a figure that even He Hongwei needs to treat with caution. Although she had never seen 

Ji Feng use any power, she could tell just from He Hongwei’s reaction that Ji Feng, must be someone 

from the Ji family in Yanjing, because apart from the Ji family, He Hongwei simply doesn’t need to be so 

scrupulous, surnamed Ji, and possessing such power …… If it is not someone from the Ji family, in this 

world, there is no such thing as coincidence! 

So for what Ji Feng said, Zhou Fei Fei also took it seriously and came directly to the West Lake Hotel. 

“Ji Feng …… what exactly are you going to show me?” Zhou Fei Fei secretly doubted, with Ji Feng’s 

status, he would not always be so concerned about some trivial matters and call himself on purpose, to 

know that when in Yanjing, he still had a conflict with himself …… Could it be that Shi Lin had gone to 

harass Tong Lei again?! 

The moment I thought of this, Zhou Fei Fei’s heart suddenly stuttered, this possibility, or a great ah! 

The fact is that if it was really Zhou Shilin who did something to Tong Lei, then it would be a problem 

today …… 

The actual fact is that you can’t be sure that you’re going to be able to get a good deal more than just a 

few of these. 

“Mr Zhou, we’re here!” The driver driving the car reminded. 

Only then did Zhou Fei Fei come back to her senses, looking at the luxurious decoration of the West Lake 

Hotel, she couldn’t help but let out a soft sigh, this time, Ji Feng actually treated it so solemnly, thinking 

that it would definitely not be something trivial, it was estimated to be troublesome! 

Zhou Fei Fei is not able to retreat, today if she retreats, but to the whole Zhou’s to invite a person who 

absolutely can not be provoked! 

“You go back first ……” Zhou Fei Fei said, then directly took her kun bag, then directly got out of the car. 

This time going in, she didn’t know when she would be able to come out, God knows what exactly Ji 

Feng was looking for her for! 

…… 

Seeing Zhou Fei Fei once again, Ji Feng could not help but have a momentary moment of disorientation. 

In this warm season Zhou Fei Fei, wearing a pair of pencil trousers, fully outlined her plump and fat hips, 

as well as those straight and slender legs. Her upper body wore a pink shirt, the top two buttons were 

not buttoned, the shirt was slightly open, revealing that snow-white piece of her chest, as well as that 

deep ditch, a bright green emerald pendant, dangling right in the middle of those two soft masses, 

walking all the way, almost shaking the eyes of others! 



Her feet were wearing high heels, her long hair was permed into big wavy curls and draped over her 

shoulders, and she walked with grace and poise, her body was full of charm …… 

The face of Fei Fei Zhou is even more charming, her eyes are slightly tilted upwards, looking just like the 

legendary fox spirit, charming people, her features are all exquisite and fascinating …… 

Zhou Fei Fei’s eyes are displaced, red lips lightly open: “Mr. Ji, it’s been a long time ……” 

Ji Feng sat at a table in the restaurant on the first floor, smiled faintly, hummed and said, “I actually 

don’t want to see you again if I don’t have to, but ……” 

He shook his head with a smile and skimmed his lips in disdain. 

Zhou Fei Fei was just stunned and hesitantly asked, “Mr. Ji, I know that there are some issues between 

us, and there are also some misunderstandings between you and Shi Lin, but that was all because she 

brother Shi Lin didn’t know any better, I apologize to you on his behalf, I hope you can put aside the 

things between us, be generous and not take it anymore!” 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly and sighed lightly, “Fei Fei Zhou, you don’t need to apologize to me, the 

grudge between us is only because your brother Zhou Shilin is arrogant and arrogant and can’t tolerate 

people in his eyes, this is not some grudge that can’t be resolved, what you should really apologize for is 

to this student’s family!” 

Bang! 

Ji Feng slammed the table and threw a flash drive over, “Go and watch it yourself, enjoy it, don’t miss 

some details, otherwise, you’ll be sorry!” 

Zhou Fei Fei gave Ji Feng a somewhat puzzled look, but her heart suddenly shook, Ji Feng’s words 

reminded her of something, she had heard others talk about it before, Zhou Shilin seemed to be related 

to a female student’s jumping case, but at that time, because there was little evidence, plus her father 

didn’t let her interfere with this matter at all, she didn’t ask more questions. 

But now, Ji Feng talked about the student, Zhou Fei Fei immediately associated with this matter …… 

Could it be that the rumors are all true?! Shi Lin can really do that kind of beastly general thing?! 

The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of these. 

The first thing you need to do is to see how Zhou Fei Fei will behave after seeing the video of Zhou Shilin 

raping and killing a female student, whether it’s surprise, anger, panic, or …… cold? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. 

The video began to play and Zhou Fei Fei’s attention was instantly focused on the computer screen. 

However, after just a few seconds, her face turned white with a swish, her face was a miserable white, 

and her eyes showed a strong sense of anger. 

Ji Feng watched Zhou Fei Fei’s change of demeanor without moving a muscle, yet he didn’t show the 

slightest indication that the most infuriating part hadn’t arrived yet, he wanted to see what expression 

Zhou Fei Fei would have when she saw that part! 



As the video continued to play, Zhou Fei Fei’s face became extremely ugly, going from miserable white 

to grey, and from grey to iron blue, and finally to miserable white again …… 

The video played to the point that after Zhou Shilin had strangled that female student to death in his 

anger, he was arranging his clothes while discussing something with others, and then those few people, 

under Zhou Shilin’s instructions, arranged the female student’s clothes and put everything in the room 

in order as well, and then just threw them down from the window …… 

Zhou Fei Fei’s entire body had gone limp in the chair, a look of despair in her eyes, the corners of her 

mouth constantly twitching, but she didn’t know what to say, let alone what to do! 

“This woman, isn’t as brutal as her brother!” Ji Feng bristled, and his impression of this woman was 

more or less better. 

Until the video finished playing, Zhou Fei Fei was still sitting there frozen, tears glistening in her beautiful 

eyes, her delicate body trembling. 

“Ji, Ji Feng, who is this female student? And where is her family?” Only after a long time did Zhou Fei Fei 

let out a soft sigh and asked. 

“What do you want?!” Ji Feng asked indifferently. 

“I, I want to give some compensation to that female student’s family first, even though I know ……” Zhou 

Fei Fei said with some hesitation, “I want to do my best ……” 

“Want to give compensation to that female student’s family? That’s not bad!” Ji Feng nodded with a 

smirk and said, “This is indeed something you should do, so what about other than that?” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s body just trembled, she immediately understood what Ji Feng meant, she could only laugh 

bitterly, “Ji Feng, what else are you asking me to do? Zhou Shilin is my brother, you can’t ask me to 

personally send him to prison and have him shot, right? All I can do is to tell my father about this matter 

and then compensate the family of that female student …… great justice, I can’t do that!” 

“Humph! I’m afraid it’s not compensation, but extermination, right?!” Ji Feng sneered. 

Zhou Fei Fei shook her head and said, “I can swear to heaven that I absolutely did not ……” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and directly interrupted Zhou Fei Fei’s words, he coldly snorted and said, “Don’t 

come up with this in front of me, I don’t believe a word of the oaths you businessmen make!” 

Zhou Fei Fei choked, but she was helpless, since she had grown up, the only person who dared to speak 

to her so directly was Ji Feng. 

But she couldn’t say anything, let alone get angry, partly because of Ji Feng’s status, but on the other 

hand, more because what Zhou Shilin had done was so animalistic that Zhou Fei Fei had a feeling of 

being inferior, and she didn’t even have the face to see Ji Feng! 

It was only at this time that she realised what Ji Feng was talking about, what exactly it was! 

“I’ll give you guys one day, by this time tomorrow, if you don’t handle it satisfactorily, then I will 

personally come and handle it!” Ji Feng coldly snorted, “I hope you don’t let me down! By the way, you 



guys can also go to that female student’s hometown and go kill her …… However, don’t hurt my 

people!” 

Zhou Fei Fei instantly smiled bitterly, Ji Feng’s words were telling her that that female student’s family, 

already had Ji Feng’s people protecting them, now even if she was given the guts of Zhou Fei Fei, she 

wouldn’t dare to go and exterminate ah. 

What’s more, Zhou Fei Fei had never thought of exterminating her mouth! 

  

Chapter 574 

“This, can I have this video ……” Zhou Fei Fei felt that since Ji Feng was already concerned about this 

matter, she had to bring back enough evidence so that her father and the elders at home would have a 

reason to make up their minds even if they really wanted to deal with Zhou Shilin! 

Ji Feng coldly snorted and said, “This video, today is even for you, no matter how you handle it, I will not 

interfere within this day ……” 

Zhou Fei Fei could only nod with a bitter smile and said, “Ji Feng, exactly how it will be handled, I really 

don’t dare to guarantee, besides, Zhou Shilin is my brother, the only son of our family, not only me, I 

believe no one in our family would want something to happen to Zhou Shilin …… I believe you can also 

understand, this is a human condition, so how will it be handled in the end ……” 

“You just said that Zhou Shilin is the only son? How can I find out that you have another brother?!” Ji 

Feng asked with a frown, and skimmed his lips, humming, “Since your father has two sons, and one of 

them is a brute, then it’s a great justice!” 

“You ……” 

Zhou Fei Fei was instantly angry and bitter, but when she saw Ji Feng’s somewhat cold eyes, she could 

only force down the anger in her heart, who let her brother do that thing that was worse than a beast? 

“To be honest, I do have a brother, but there is one thing you don’t know, although that brother of mine 

is legally my brother, but in reality, he is also just my father’s adopted son, there is no blood 

relationship, therefore, our family is actually only Shi Lin, the only male ……” Zhou Fei Fei explained in a 

good voice. 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, “It’s quite complicated!” 

After a pause, Ji Feng hummed, “Since the matter of Zhou Shilin has been finished, then, let’s talk about 

the second matter!” 

“The second matter?” Zhou Fei Fei was already in disarray at this point, and her reaction was not as 

swift and flexible as usual, “What else?” 

“Your Shengshi Group, is the number one shareholder of Yuantai Group, in addition, that good brother 

of yours, Zhou Shilin, is still the acting chairman of Yuantai Group, am I right?” Ji Feng asked. 



“That’s right!” Zhou Fei Fei nodded, many people knew about these things, she didn’t understand what 

Ji Feng meant by saying this, did he want to deal with the Zhou family? 

“So, there is a manager of the sales department inside Yuantai Group named Zhou Chengxin, have you 

heard of it?” Ji Feng asked indifferently. 

“Zhou Chengxin?!” 

Zhou Fei Fei was stunned, and then she suddenly reacted, “Ji Feng, you’re not saying that Zhou 

Chengxin’s deception of people’s money is true? And, it’s also related to you?” 

“He cheated my future father-in-law out of nearly fifty million dollars, do you think it has anything to do 

with me?!” Ji Feng’s face suddenly turned cold, “It seems that you have long known about Zhou 

Chengxin’s fraud, but you didn’t care …… Could it be that the billions of assets of your Shengshi Group 

and Yuantai Group were cheated this way?” 

At the end of the sentence, he had already spoken sternly, the cold light in his eyes flashed, his heart 

was extremely annoyed. 

This Zhou’s power in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, he has a rough understanding, imagine, raped and killed a 

female student, there is still surveillance video in, actually turned into a jumping suicide in the blink of 

an eye …… Zhou’s power in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, can be imagined! 

And the arrogance and domineering and recklessness of Zhou Shilin’s behavior is also outrageous! 

This has already made Ji Feng full of killing, but did not expect that this Zhou Fei Fei actually already 

knew about Zhou Chengxin’s fraud, but she actually did not have the slightest action, and even seems to 

have taken a tacit approach, which is simply abominable to the extreme! 

“Ji Feng, this …… this ……” Zhou Fei Fei laughed bitterly, long gone from the flirtatious and moving just 

now, and became flustered, “Please believe me , I also only heard some whispers before, but do not 

know the exact thing!” Zhou Fei Fei explained in a panic, “Ji Feng, whether you believe it or not, I can say 

with a clear conscience that I really only heard some rumors about this matter, you also know that 

Shengshi Group has many employees, want to know all of them like the back of your hand, that is 

impossible ……” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and directly interrupted Zhou Fei Fei’s words, he really didn’t want to listen to 

this kind of nutritionless explanation anymore. 

“Since Zhou Chengxin is an employee of your Yuantai Group, then, I’m looking for you even if I didn’t 

find the wrong person!” Ji Feng sneered and said, “Please go back and tell Zhou Chengxin that being too 

greedy doesn’t do any good, and that he can’t swallow my future father-in-law’s money!” 

Zhou Fei Fei was busy saying, “Ji Feng, don’t worry, I will definitely give you an explanation for this 

matter!” 

“Let’s wait until you do!” 

Ji Feng glanced at her and asked, “Now that you know the matter, and you have the video, why don’t 

you hurry back and tell your parents and family?!” 



A look of determination flashed across Zhou Fei Fei’s eyes as she took a deep breath and said, “Ji Feng, 

it’s not convenient to talk here because of the crowd, can we go to the room you’re staying in and talk 

about it in detail?” 

Ji Feng frowned: “What else do you want to talk about?!” 

“What, you can’t even give me the chance to talk?” Zhou Fei Fei laughed bitterly, “You’re the son of the 

Ji family, you wouldn’t be so petty, right?!” 

Ji Feng frowned at her slightly and finally nodded slowly, “Alright, I would like to hear what you want to 

talk to me about …… please follow me!” 

In his heart, he was a bit amused, this Zhou Fei Fei wanted to talk to himself alone, it was only to use 

some condition to exchange Zhou Shilin’s life with himself, or to give himself enough benefits …… No 

matter which possibility it was, it was not a bad thing to listen to it, maybe, there would be some 

unexpected harvest! 

Moreover, long before this Zhou Fei Fei came, Ji Feng had already contacted his father, Ji Zhenhua, and 

had also agreed on a response, otherwise, he would not have told Zhou Fei Fei so easily about Zhou 

Shilin’s evil deeds? 

Because Ji Feng had said that the matter had been settled and in order to let Xiao Changhe relax, Ji Feng 

then asked Lin Shengping to accompany Xiao Changhe and take a look around this Hangzhou city and 

enjoy the beauty of West Lake by the way, so Ji Feng had no qualms and took Fei Fei Zhou directly to his 

room. 

“Miss Zhou, if you have anything to say, just say it directly.” Ji Feng said indifferently. 

Zhou Fei Fei, however, backhandedly locked the door before taking two steps forward and said softly, “Ji 

Feng, I know that the mistake my brother Zhou Shilin made this time cannot be forgiven, but I beg you 

to spare his life, can you?” 

Ji Feng’s face suddenly sank: “Fei Fei Zhou, you are pleading for Zhou Shilin, then who is pleading for 

that female student? Who should the parents of that female student go to for redress of grievances?” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face was gloomy as she shook her head, “Now that the person is dead, even if Zhou 

Shilin is shot, that female student won’t be able to live …… Ji Feng, I can give that female student’s 

family enough compensation, as long as it is their request, I will try to meet it, as for Zhou Shilin ……” 

Before Zhou Fei Fei could finish her words, she was interrupted by Ji Feng with a low bellow, “Miss Zhou 

Fei Fei, you think too highly of me, I’m just a student, I can’t be in charge of other people’s lives and 

deaths! What’s more, I don’t have the right to pardon anyone, please don’t make a mistake!” 

At this moment, Zhou Fei Fei no longer had the charm she had before, let alone the strength she had as 

the Miss Zhou family’s eldest daughter, all she had was teary eyes. 

Ji Feng faintly shook his head, hummed and stopped looking at her. 

However, all of a sudden, Ji Feng heard a rustling sound, he was secretly puzzled, just turned around, 

but suddenly saw a flowery white figure suddenly leaning up. 



The soft and tender body of warm fragrance and soft jade, leaned in Ji Feng’s arms at once, a pair of 

tender white lotus root arms, hugging Ji Feng’s waist tightly, Zhou Fei Fei, who had no inch on her body, 

just hugged Ji Feng tightly and leaned into his arms. 

“In addition to enough compensation, if you add me, can you keep Shi Lin a life?” Zhou Fei Fei seemed 

to be shy and nervous, her voice was shaking a little, “I only ask that you can keep Shi Lin a life, and 

anything else, I can give you!” 

Ji Feng was stiff and didn’t move, but his face was incomparably gloomy, “Zhou Fei Fei, do you know 

what you’re doing?” 

Zhou Fei Fei whispered softly, “I know, Ji Feng, you mustn’t think I’m `slutty, I, I’m still a virgin ……” 

“Does this have anything to do with me?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel a big headache, he originally thought that Zhou Fei Fei would negotiate 

with himself, or would promise some kind of benefit or something like that, but how could he not expect 

that she would actually come to this trick. 

It had to be said that Zhou Fei Fei’s voluptuous figure, her fat breasts and fat buttocks, and the faint 

fragrance on her delicate body were enough to easily stir up the lust of any normal man. 

But remembering what Zhou Shilin had done in that video, Ji Feng instantly lost all desire and calmed 

down his mood. 

“Zhou Fei Fei, put your clothes on, Zhou Shilin’s matter is not negotiable, at least, I won’t stand by and 

watch him live with impunity after raping and killing a female student!” Ji Feng shook his head firmly. 

“Ji Feng, I never said I wouldn’t punish Shi Lin either, I only ask that I can keep Shi Lin alive, even if I let 

him spend the rest of his life in prison, as long as he is still alive ……” Zhou Fei Fei choked up, “I only have 

such A brother, please be merciful!” 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly and said, “Zhou Fei Fei, do you think I don’t know the foul play in this 

prison? It is said that you are in jail, but you can get out of it on any excuse, such as some kind of 

medical parole, which is as simple as eating and dressing for your Jiangzhe Zhou family. 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately said, “Don’t worry, I can guarantee that I definitely won’t play any foul play in 

the middle of this, if you suddenly find out one day that Zhou Shilin has run away from prison, I believe 

that by then you won’t sit back and do nothing …… If you add me to the mix, isn’t that enough? “ 
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“Zhou Fei Fei, you …… cough, you’d better put your clothes on first ……,” Ji Feng shook his head slightly, 

being embraced by a naked and delicate beauty, how he felt uncomfortable all over, he couldn’t help 

but A soft sigh: “Miss Zhou, this is not a deal, moreover, I have no right to take that female student’s 

matter to make any deal with others!” 

Zhou Fei Fei said softly, “I know, Ji Feng, I only ask you to look on coldly and not interfere, can you? I 

promise you that our Zhou family will not do that kind of heartless thing and will definitely handle this 

matter satisfactorily, okay?” 



Ji Feng gave a dark sigh in his heart, pulled Zhou Fei Fei’s hand around himself away, and he 

unapologetically just looked at Zhou Fei Fei, who was covered without an inch, with those plump breasts 

and fat buttocks, as well as that flat little belly …… 

“If there is no accident, at most by this afternoon, the family of that female student will arrive in 

Jiangzhou, and will pass by Hangzhou then, you go to the family of that female student to discuss it ……” 

Ji Feng saw Zhou Fei Fei’s eyes gradually reveal the colour of delight, and then his face sank, cold I’m 

warning you, if you let me know that you guys dare to have half a threat to that female student’s family 

…… hum!” 

This cold snort was filled with a strong murderous intent, and even though the weather had begun to 

heat up, Zhou Fei Fei still felt cold through her body and chills ran through her heart. 

“Absolutely not!” Zhou Fei Fei said categorically, but she didn’t know whether to be grateful or resentful 

towards Ji Feng, grateful because Ji Feng finally nodded his head and promised not to ask about this 

matter and let their Zhou family negotiate with the family of that female student. And to resent, but Ji 

Feng’s coldness, she stripped naked and stood in front of him, he actually did not even have a half 

reaction …… 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face couldn’t help but redden slightly, how could she have thought of this at this 

time! 

She took a deep breath, tried hard to calm down and said, “Ji Feng, I promise you that I will definitely 

not obstruct the judge’s verdict, only that I will plead for forgiveness from that female student’s family 

and will give sufficient compensation …… and your future father-in-law for being cheated, tomorrow at 

the latest, I will definitely give you a satisfactory explanation!” 

Ji Feng coldly snorted and said, “That would be best! Let’s go, if you stay in my room like this, it won’t 

affect me well if someone finds out ……” 

“You ……” Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face suddenly turned red, her heart was simply ashamed to death, she 

stripped naked and took the initiative to send her brother to the door in order to plead for him, but Ji 

Feng still said that it would have a bad influence on him, you are a man, what influence do you want …… 

Zhou Fei Fei shy panic incomparable put on clothes, however shy in her, but more charming than before, 

look at Ji Feng can not help but heart swings. 

“Ji Feng, what happened today, is that I owe you a great favor ……” Zhou Fei Fei wanted to say thank 

you, but did not know how to say it, she could only shake her head slightly and turn around to go out. 

However, just as she reached the door, she suddenly stopped in her tracks again and turned around 

sharply, asking with displaced eyes, “Ji Feng, am I really so unattractive when I’m stripped naked, and 

you’re indifferent even when I actively lean into your arms?” 

“Actually, your figure is still very good, only the timing is not right, otherwise, maybe I really can’t hold 

it!” Ji Feng smiled faintly, but his heart snapped! 

“Really?” 



Zhou Fei Fei giggled, she suddenly turned around again, swaying her body and walked over, both hands 

were unbuttoning another button of her shirt, “Or else, you want me now?!” 

“Get out!” Ji Feng immediately face sank, low bellowed, “Give some colour and splendid, stomp on the 

nose!” 

“Giggle ……” Zhou Fei Fei suddenly charmed a few laughs, but suddenly went forward and printed her 

red lips on Ji Feng’s mouth, then left with a delicate smile, “That’s my first kiss oh!” 

Ji Feng stood there with an embarrassed face, neither anger nor laughter …… 

“Bang!” 

Zhou Fei Fei closed the door and went out, Ji Feng’s face instantly turned gloomy, his eyebrows locked, 

he pulled a chair over and sat down, unable to help but shake his head and sigh long. 

A moment later, he took out his mobile phone and dialed his father, Ji Zhenhua’s number. 

“Little Feng, have things been resolved?” Ji Zhenhua’s mid-toned voice came through. 

Ji Feng nodded with a bitter smile and said, “It’s almost done, now we’re waiting for the results! It’s 

probably just a matter of paying more compensation and then sentencing him to more than ten years 

…… It’s always not going to be shot ……” 

“Very reluctant?!” Ji Zhenhua asked. 

“Not unwilling either, just feel ……” Ji Feng smiled bitterly, but didn’t know what to say. 

“Feel very helpless, it turns out, human life can also be bought with money, is not dead like this?” Ji 

Zhenhua naturally knew what his son was thinking, after all, he also came from that period, “Little Feng, 

sometimes, to solve the problem, there is not only one way, you did this, not only let that female 

student’s family get enough compensation, but also, also sent Zhou Shilin to prison, maintain the justice 

of justice, more importantly, through this matter, you have learned something, the grown up!” 

Ji Feng said with a bitter smile, “What should have been a death sentence, but ended up in jail for a 

decade or two, in the middle of which there may be some kind of medical parole and other excuses, this 

is also considered to uphold judicial justice?” 

“Sometimes, death is not the best punishment ……,” Ji Zhenhua finished these words and hung up the 

phone directly. 

Ji Feng froze for a long time and couldn’t help but scratch his head in confusion, secretly saying, “What 

does Dad mean by this? Death is not the best punishment …… do big people like to say things that 

others can’t understand? Or is it not a big man if he doesn’t speak in a profound way?!” 

He was tempted to put the call through and ask his father again what that meant, but on second 

thought, so that he wouldn’t think his father was too stupid, he decided he’d better think for himself! 

“Death is not the best punishment ……” Ji Feng secretly wondered, “Could it …… not be? The old man is 

also so sinister? This is completely at odds with his magnificent image ……” 



Ji Feng, who seemed to have figured it out, couldn’t help but smile slightly at once and secretly said; “If 

that’s really the case, then the ending is not bad!” 

“Knock knock knock!” 

A knock suddenly sounded on the door and Ji Feng said, “Come in!” 

The door to the room was suddenly pushed open and Xiao Changhe and Lin Shengping walked in with 

excited faces, as soon as they entered, Xiao Changhe said excitedly, “Little Feng, good news, good 

news!” 

“Uncle Xiao, what good news makes you so happy?” Ji Feng gathered his mood and asked with a smile, 

now he could be happy and angry even when facing his own people, not to mention, he had been 

specially trained in this area in the Super Agent Training System, so it was more natural to show it! 

Xiao Changhe said with a face full of excitement, “Little Feng, just now the auction house organizer 

suddenly called me and told me that the dozen or so gross stones that were previously auctioned, 

because there were some problems with the process, so all of them are not counted and no payment is 

needed ……” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and asked, “Uncle Xiao, this is indeed good news, but apart from that, did they say 

anything else? Like going through the formalities and such?” 

Xiao Changhe laughed: “Of course they said, if I don’t go through the formalities, I really can’t not pay 

…… Little Feng, it’s really thanks to you this time, if you hadn’t rushed to Hangzhou, I’m afraid your 

Uncle Xiao would have lost everything by now!” 

“Nearly fifty million, just give it away?” Ji Feng faintly shook his head and said, “Uncle Xiao, don’t be 

happy now, there’s something even more delightful waiting for you, just watch, at most by this evening, 

you’ll have a big surprise!” 

“A surprise?!” Xiao Changhe was a bit surprised and looked at Ji Feng in amazement, “What kind of 

surprise will there be?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Allow me to sell a secret first, soon you will know!” 

“You kid is really ……” Xiao Changhe was in a good mood, shook his head and smiled, “Since you don’t 

want to talk about it, I won’t ask any more questions, Xiao Feng, I’m going to go through the formalities 

this afternoon, we’ll return to Jiangzhou together then?! ” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Since I’ve caught up with the raw stone fair, it’s natural to go and have 

a look, maybe I’ll even be able to salvage a few good pieces of material and hit some good objects which 

are also quite good!” 

“You’re going to gamble on stones?!” Xiao Changhe couldn’t help but be stunned, “Xiao Feng, this 

gambling on stones is very risky, you ……” 

Xiao Changhe really didn’t dare to have anything to do with gambling stones anymore, just this time 

alone, it was already engraved in his heart, and he would never have anything to do with gambling again 

in his life. And now when he heard that Ji Feng was going to gamble on stones, he instantly got nervous 

and wanted to persuade. 



Ji Feng smiled and said, “It’s alright, I’m just going to have a look too, I don’t really have to gamble on 

the stones!” 

Xiao Changhe saw that Ji Feng was speaking lightly, but his words were firm, so he could only nod and 

say, “Gambling on stones is very risky, you must be careful!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head. 

The problem of the fraudulent funds for the auction was solved, Xiao Changhe and Lin Shengping were 

suddenly quite relaxed, and their faces finally saw a long-lost smile and a soothing mood. 

By the afternoon, the two were called by phone to go through the formalities, and Ji Feng, too, received 

a call from Liu Zejun, who was escorting the family of that female student, to Hangzhou! 

Ji Feng did not go out to see the girl’s family, not being able to take Zhou Shilin’s life just like that, he 

was upset and felt ashamed of the girl’s family. Although he knew that such an outcome would have 

been the best for the girl’s family, he just wasn’t willing to do it. 

“Perhaps, it was seeing what happened to her that reminded him of the days when he was bullied with 

his mother ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but close his eyes and let out a long sigh, “It’s just that this 

Jiangzhe Zhou, is it really that important? ? Or maybe, father wants to tell himself something through 

this matter?!” 

  

Chapter 576 

The Hangzhou Jadeite Fair is in full swing, taking place on a temporary site not far from West Lake. It is 

surrounded by a fence and is patrolled by guards. 

It is said to be a temporary site, but in fact work has only just started here, apart from the fence around 

it, there are no other buildings yet, not even the foundations have been laid. 

Only, the items traded in this bazaar were no other than pieces of raw jadeite stones. The stones varied 

in size and price, but without exception, they all had one thing in common, and that was that they were 

enough to make the participants’ spirits high and their eyes red, even expecting to cut the largest and 

finest jadeite for the smallest price, thus making them rich overnight! 

Also on one of the sides of the construction site, there was a temporary improvised room covering a 

rather large area of the construction site, a small two-storey building with individual signs nailed to the 

doors of the rooms above, with the name of the function of each office written on them, such as the one 

on the very outside, which was something like ‘Original Fair’. 

When he saw these three words, Guo Tao, who was standing next to Ji Feng, immediately burst out 

laughing, ”Aid Society? These people are really good at naming things, calling it something bad, but 

calling it such a name ……” 

Ji Feng was dumbfounded, this ‘Original Meeting’ should refer to the ‘Original Trading Management 

Committee’, but when it came to Guo Tao’s mouth, it became tasteless and became the ‘Aid Society’! 



Ji Feng was even thinking that if that guy Zhang Lei saw these words, would he just say it as a shameless 

meeting! 

For Zhang Lei’s mouth and jumpy thinking, Ji Feng was well aware of it. Remembering Zhang Lei’s cheeky 

look all day, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh. 

“Boss, the scale of this jadeite trade fair is not small!” Guo Tao turned his head and looked around at the 

fair’s furnishings, and couldn’t help but whisper, “When we were mercenaries before, we also took on 

missions in this area, escorting some people to the fair, to Burma, and also to the diamond fair in Africa, 

the scale here is considered big!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “This is Jiangsu and Zhejiang, one of the few most developed provinces in China, and it’s 

still in the provincial capital, Hangzhou, so it’s not like you can take it on a small scale.” 

In fact, he had done a careful understanding, in general, the domestic raw trade, rarely held inland or in 

the north, most of the time in the southern cities, on the one hand, because the southern economy is 

developed, the traffic is also more convenient, on the other hand, but also because China’s raw stones 

are basically from Myanmar, if the southern cities, the transport of raw stones is also very convenient, if 

run to the northern cities to trade, transport is not very easy, and security is not quite guaranteed, so 

the northern cities of the fair scale, definitely not too big! 

Hangzhou is in the south, and is the capital of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, so if the scale is small and the 

number of raw stones is insufficient, how can it be held for half a month? I’m afraid it would have been 

over in three or five days. 

For example, in the jadeite and jade jewellery fair held in Jiangzhou last year, the trade in raw stones 

lasted only one week in total, and the rest of the time was spent trading in jewellery and jade stones, in 

fact, the reason for this was that the number of raw stones was insufficient. 

It was really the first time that Ji Feng had attended a fair as big as the current one – of course, he had 

only attended two fairs in total! 

“Let’s go over and have a look!” Ji Feng said with a smile, “Let’s see if we can pick a good raw stone 

while there aren’t many people now.” 

It was not yet eight in the morning, and the fair had only just opened, so there were not many people at 

this bazaar, and even if there were so few, they still seemed very sparse in this vast site. 

“Boss, do we have to look for Mr. Xiao and the others first?” Guo Tao asked. 

The two of them, Xiao Changhe and Lin Shengping, were ready to return to Jiangzhou after completing 

the formalities yesterday, but they did not expect to get up early this morning and receive another call 

from the organiser, asking them to go over there, saying that they had something to discuss. 

The two of them arrived at the trade fair before Ji Feng and Guo Tao. 

Ji Feng shook his head with a smile and said, “Not yet, when they finish their business, they will naturally 

contact us.” 

Ji Feng looked at the arrow-shaped sign not far in front of him and walked towards the bulk sale area. It 

was all here without going through the auction, except that after the transaction was completed, the 



stall owner had to pay a certain fee to the organiser based on the turnover, and it seemed that taxes 

were also payable. Other than that, there are no requirements for customers who buy the raw stones. 

What surprised Ji Feng and Guo Tao was that the organisers of the fair had carried out their work really 

carefully, but all the customers who came to the fair were given a pamphlet, which was an abbreviated 

map of the fair, with the locations of the raw stones for sale, as well as the places for stone solving, 

service points and so on marked on it. 

“Guo Tao, do you want to see the original stones too? Play a couple of hands?” Ji Feng asked with a 

smile. 

“Boss, if I were to gamble on the stones I would just lose my money too, I’d rather watch you gamble!” 

Guo Tao laughed. Being mercenaries, the vast majority of people would go for fun after a battle, or go 

for drinks and fights, gambling and killing, as a way to vent their inner killing spirit. However, Guo Tao 

and the others never dabbled in these things. 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and said, “In that case, forget it!” 

Apart from the fact that the results of Zhou Fei Fei’s negotiation with the female student’s family had 

not yet been received, there was nothing else going on, so the two of them leisurely strolled around this 

bazaar. 

Because Ji Feng himself did not have any skills in phasing raw stones, nor did he have any experience, so 

he came to stroll around now, just looking around haphazardly and relaxing in the meantime. He had 

been a bit depressed because of the female student, but at this moment he was quite relaxed. 

“Boss, how do you sell this piece of raw stone?” Ji Feng asked with a smile in front of a stall. 

The piece of raw stone he asked about was also only almost a metre high and not very large, but the 

side facing him was faintly green, and it looked as if it had signs of coming out green. 

Ji Feng didn’t activate the bio-current, but asked for a price haphazardly, all just relaxing anyway, to the 

extent that it wasn’t much of a burden. 

“This little brother, for the sake of the first business early in the morning, I’ll give it to you a little 

cheaper, one million two hundred thousand!” The stall owner was a fat man of about forty years old, 

who was very rich and white looking. 

“One million two hundred thousand?!” 

Ji Feng wasn’t much surprised, for him who had once cut tens of millions of jadeite, it wasn’t that he 

hadn’t seen a few million a piece of raw stone. 

Only, once he really wanted to buy it, Ji Feng immediately activated the bio-current on his eyes and 

carefully observed the raw stone in front of him! 

When he saw the clear view of the original stone, he was stunned and almost didn’t bite his tongue. 

This stone was not small, but the jadeite inside was only as big as a fist, and it was still in a sharp corner 

of the stone, if someone else had come to solve the stone, nine times out of ten they would have 

thrown it away as waste! 



This is something that is okay to pick up, but if you have to spend a million and two hundred thousand 

dollars to buy it, you will lose all your money by then. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and stood up, “Sorry, I’ll take another look!” 

As the two left, Guo Tao asked in a low voice, “Boss, won’t that stone work?” 

Ji Feng chuckled, “It’s not impossible, but if you spend a million and two hundred thousand dollars to 

buy it, I reckon you’ll definitely lose money …… that stone, the quality is not good, it might not come out 

green.” 

Guo Tao immediately bristled and said, “Look at that boss who is white and clean, but has such a black 

heart!” 

Ji Feng immediately lost his smile: “It’s like that in business, and besides they don’t come in these goods 

cheap ……” 

“Ding ……” 

The two were chatting idly when Ji Feng’s phone suddenly rang, he smiled apologetically at Guo Tao, 

took out the phone and connected, “Zezun, how’s the situation?!” 

“Boss, both sides have negotiated, the family of that female student, agreed to the compensation 

agreement, in addition they also wrote a request for a lighter sentence ……,” Liu Zejun quickly detailed 

what happened and the outcome,” Boss, from the beginning to the end, I was eavesdropping on the 

sidelines and had installed bugs and cameras in the room, I can guarantee that the female student’s 

family was definitely not half threatened!” 

Ji Feng frowned slightly and asked, “Who went to talk?” 

“Fifi Zhou!” Liu Zejun immediately said, “But after the talk, many more people came to apologize to that 

female student’s family, and there was a young man who was pressed to kowtow!” 

“Hmph! The cat cried out!” Ji Feng snorted coldly and said, “In that case, ask the family of that female 

student to see if they are still willing to go to Jiangzhou …… or try to let them go to Jiangzhou, lest some 

unenlightened people mess up again!” 

“Yes, boss!” Liu Zejun immediately answered. 

“Right, how much money did they pay out in total? What was the follow-up arrangement?” Ji Feng 

asked again. 

“I’m not too sure about this, Zhou Fei Fei said that she would personally explain it to you!” Liu Zejun 

said. 

Ji Feng hung up the phone, his face more or less eased, this Zhou Fei Fei work is always a bit of 

conscience, although the vast majority of her actions, or because to save Zhou Shilin’s life, and because 

he intervened, she may have had to do so, but can let that female student’s family better, Ji Feng heart 

will be more or less comfortable. 



“Perhaps, this is the helplessness of life!” Ji Feng shook his head slightly, many things, are not 

transferred by one’s will, everyone cannot do things based on their own preferences, even if he, Ji Feng, 

is the eldest grandson of the Ji family, he does not have this ability! 

It will always be fine …… 
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Even though it was helpless, but Ji Feng’s heart was not just compromised. He stood in front of a stall, 

the phone in his hand constantly turning around, he coldly grunted, compensation can be, but in the end 

will be how to deal with, but he is to pay attention to, if there is something fishy in the middle …… 

“Ding ……” the phone suddenly rang again. 

The cold light in Ji Feng’s eyes flashed, he looked down and saw that it was Xiao Changhe calling, he 

immediately picked up the phone: “Uncle Xiao, how is the situation?” 

“Xiao Feng, didn’t you say that you would also come to the trade fair today to take a look?” Xiao 

Changhe asked, “When are you coming?!” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Uncle Xiao, I’ve already arrived at the trade fair and am now wandering around with 

Guo Tao, what do you want?” 

“Xiao Feng, it’s like this, I was ready to go back to Jiangzhou after completing the formalities, but then I 

suddenly received a call from the organizer of the fair, they wanted me to come over again …… only 

after I arrived did I know that that Zhou Chengxin actually apologized to me personally ……” Xiao 

Changhe said with emotion, not only was the result of the auction cancelled, but also that Zhou 

Chengxin had to apologize to himself, before this, that kind of thing was something that I couldn’t even 

think of! 

And all this was because of Ji Feng, Xiao Changhe was naturally very clear. 

“This is a good thing, look at the person who lied to you before, now groveling and apologizing to you, 

and then you fall on your sword, that must feel good!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“You kid ……” Xiao Changhe also couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh as he said, “Little Feng, I was 

thinking that since that Zhou Chengxin wants to apologize, so why don’t you come along too, of course, 

if you have things to do right now, then forget it ……” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Uncle Xiao, I’m already at the fair now, so I won’t go over there ……” 

“We’re right here in the office of the trade fair!” Xiao Changhe laughed. 

Ji Feng was stunned, then he laughed, “Then I’ll go over there now!” 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng immediately said, “Guo Tao, I’ll take you to see the action!” 

The two immediately went straight to the office of the Raw Stone Trading Committee. 

Ji Feng took Guo Tao and went straight to the temporary simple house on the construction site, and saw 

several limousines parked nearby, one of which was Xiao Changhe’s black Mercedes. 



“This is it, let’s go up!” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

When he went up to the first floor, Ji Feng couldn’t help but step on the steel plates on the floor and 

laughed, “This simple house is built sturdily, a place where leaders live, it’s really different!” 

Guo Tao laughed, hearing Ji Feng’s sarcastic words, but he didn’t know how to answer. 

“Let’s go!” Ji Feng was also just in a bad mood and whined slightly. 

The duo had just entered the management committee’s office when they saw that there were already 

eight or nine people inside, Xiao Changhe and Lin Shengping, the two policemen, Zhou Fei Fei and the 

others, all present in full view! 

And those two policemen, also escorting a bald middle-aged man, this person was no other than Zhou 

Chengxin, whom Ji Feng had once seen in a photo. 

“Yoo-hoo, so lively, huh?” Ji Feng harrumphed and walked in with big steps. 

“What kind of person are you? Don’t you know this is the leader’s office?” A middle-aged man suddenly 

shouted angrily, “Get out!” 

Ji Feng laughed; “Then I can really go out!” 

Zhou Fei Fei hurriedly said, “Director Wang, this is Boss Xiao’s friend, and also …… my friend!” 

That Director Wang was stunned, and then he smiled sarcastically, unable to speak in a numb voice. 

Ji Feng saw this, but his eyebrows slightly frowned, from this director Wang’s reaction can be seen, 

Zhou’s in Jiangzhe has what kind of power in the end, even the director of the management committee 

are so afraid of him. 

The fact is, Ji Feng’s heart is more cautious, for that female student’s family matters, also have to be 

more concerned! 

Ji Feng’s gaze fell on Zhou Chengxin’s body again, I have to say, this old boy is really a talent, looking at 

him in this way, no one can think that this is a liar! 

“Mr. Ji, we have investigated the matter clearly, this Zhou Chengxin, using the convenience of Yuantai 

Group’s sales department manager, colluded with the jadeite raw stone merchant Li Wanfu to jointly 

raise the auction price ……” Fei Fei Zhou spoke in detail about what she understood “Now we have 

reported the case!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “What I’m concerned about, is how he will be sentenced?” 

One of the policemen who was holding Zhou Chengxin immediately said, “We don’t know yet, but 

because of the huge amount, it should be at least seven years ……” 

“Seven years ah, that’s really miserable oh~~!” Ji Feng grinned derisively, then his face sank, “Only, if he 

was cheated, how miserable should those people who were cheated be? I think ah, seven years are less, 

at least a sentence of ten to twenty years!” 



Zhou Chengxin, who was being escorted by the two policemen, suddenly turned pale, he was already 

middle-aged now, if he was sentenced to another ten to twenty years, he would be a grey-haired old 

man by the time he came out. 

“Flop!” A sound. 

Zhou Chengxin’s legs went limp and he knelt down on the ground with tears streaming down his face, 

“Mr. Xiao, Boss Xiao, I’m not human, I’m wrong …… please can you help me beg for mercy, otherwise, 

the rest of my life will be ruined!” 

“Humph!” Before Xiao Changhe could say anything, Lin Shengping sneered, “You still have the nerve to 

ask the boss to help you plead for mercy?! If you had gotten your way before, our company would have 

been ruined!” 

Zhou Chengxin’s face was instantly embarrassed, but he had to beg, and if the two policemen hadn’t 

pulled him back, he might have even crawled over to keep Xiao Changhe’s leg and begged bitterly. 

Ji Feng’s face instantly sank and he glanced at Zhou Fei Fei. 

The latter immediately said, “Two police gentlemen, take him out, please deal with him fairly!” 

“A few of you please don’t worry, we will definitely act according to the law!” A policeman immediately 

nodded and said. 

He knew that Xiao Changhe had not forgiven him and believed that what awaited him would be the 

heaviest sentence, and the rest of his life would be completely ruined! 

“Zhou Chengxin will definitely be sentenced severely, moreover, his hands and feet in Yuantai Group are 

not very clean, assets will also be confiscated, just suffer his family ……” Zhou Fei Fei seemed to be 

explaining to Ji Feng, and seemed to be lamenting. 

Ji Feng coldly snorted: “Who is to blame for this? People, ah, can make mistakes, but must not make 

unforgivable mistakes, otherwise …… hum!” 

Zhou Fei Fei choked for a moment, she took a deep breath and said softly, “Mr. Xiao, because Zhou 

Chengxin was cheating in the name of Yuantai Group, for the impact and damage caused to you, I 

apologize on behalf of the largest shareholder of Yuantai Group!” 

Xiao Changhe nodded slightly, foolishly if it wasn’t for the fact that Zhou Chengxin was the sales 

manager of Yuantai Group, he wouldn’t have believed Zhou Chengxin’s words so easily. So for Fei Fei 

Zhou’s apology, Xiao Changhe was completely blameless! 

“In addition, in order to show our apology, Yuantai Group has decided to give you the agency rights of 

three newly developed drugs with the lowest qualification for agency!” Fei Fei Zhou said, “Mr. Xiao, do 

you have any other requests? As long as your requests are reasonable, we will try our best to meet them 

all!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s calculations were sound, she already knew that Xiao Changhe was Ji Feng’s future father-

in-law, moreover, the relationship between Xiao Changhe and Ji Feng seemed to be quite good, which 

was evident from the fact that Ji Feng had stood up for Xiao Changhe. If one could get involved with Xiao 



Changhe and establish a stable cooperation, one would be establishing a relationship with Ji Feng, and 

an extremely stable one at that! 

The benefits of establishing a relationship with Ji Feng could be thought of by anyone who wasn’t a fool. 

Of course, Fei Fei Zhou had also thought about having a stable partnership with Ji Feng, which might 

make He Hongwei misunderstand the Zhou family, but the Zhou family’s cooperation with the He family 

was not that deep in the first place, and besides, with Ji Feng’s face on it, it was unlikely that He 

Hongwei would do anything about it, and it was possible that He Hongwei would deepen his 

cooperation with the Zhou family in order to win them over. 

Xiao Changhe, however, froze, this condition of Fei Fei Zhou was really surprising to him! 

Even if he had sold his entire fortune, he would not have that much money to spend on the agency of 

three drugs. So, they were given to him for free? 

Xiao Changhe instantly understood that the other party was being so generous for Ji Feng’s sake, so he 

didn’t give Zhou Fei Fei an answer right away, but looked at Ji Feng. 

“The agency is not necessary ……” Ji Feng shook his head slightly and smiled, “We appreciate Miss 

Zhou’s kindness, this matter, let’s stop here… …Uncle Xiao, let’s go!” 

“Stomp, stomp, stomp ……” 

A sound of footsteps suddenly came from outside, followed by the door being pushed open and four 

youths walking in with big strides. 

Seeing these four people, Zhou Fei Fei’s face instantly changed, her eyebrows slightly knitted as she 

asked, “Why are you guys here?” 

“It’s said that someone wants to send Shi Lin to prison, so we’ve come to see what kind of divine being it 

is that still dares to be so rampant in Jiangzhe!” A young man wearing gold-rimmed glasses, sneered, 

“Fifi, Shi Lin is one of our five young men in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, moving him would be like moving all of 

us!” 

“That’s right, from what Uncle Zhou said, that mysterious person is here, I wonder which one it is, don’t 

you introduce us to him yet?” Another youth, who was somewhat short, also said with a cold smile. 

Zhou Fei Fei’s face instantly changed, “Hu Yujin, you guys don’t fool around here, hurry up and leave!” 

She secretly cried out in her heart, why are these four guys here and still talking big here, this is not 

playing with authority, but inviting trouble for themselves! 

“Fifi, we came here, just fooling around?” 

The man with the gold-rimmed glasses stretched out an index finger, waved it from side to side, swept 

another glance at the people in the office, and said indifferently, “I don’t know which big shot is driving 

through Hang Cheng, since you dare to do it, come out and meet?!” 
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The young man wearing gold-rimmed glasses named Hu Yujin, with an arrogant expression, scanned 

over the people in the room, and finally, his gaze fell on the face of a calm Ji Feng, and he couldn’t help 

but be stunned. 

It had to be said that Ji Feng’s aura was simply too unique, as he just stood there quietly, giving people a 

feeling of transcendence. 

Transcendent! 

This was Hu Yujin’s first feeling. He took a step forward and was just about to speak when he suddenly 

saw Zhou Fei Fei blocking in front of him at once. 

“Hu Yujin, I’ll say it one last time, sending Shi Lin to prison, that was my idea, it had nothing to do with 

anyone else, Shi Lin did something wrong and should be punished, no one can say anything about that!” 

Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted, her heart was secretly anxious, and her words became more and more 

impolite, “Your so-called Jiangzhe Five Youngsters are simply a few foxes and friends, don’t pose in front 

of me, hurry up and leave here, don’t get yourself into trouble!” 

As soon as she said this, Hu Yujin’s four faces immediately changed slightly, and the other people in the 

room couldn’t help but change their faces, especially that director Wang, his expression changed 

dramatically, this, these four youths in front of him, were actually four of the five young men of Jiangsu 

and Zhejiang? This is troublesome, don’t implicate yourself! 

“Fei Fei, although we call Zhou Shilin our brother, it doesn’t mean that you are above us, you better not 

talk to us with that tone!” That short man snorted coldly, his face was very unpleasant, “I’d like to know 

what kind of trouble I’ve gotten myself into!” 

“Song Mingyuan, by the time you find out, it will already be too late!” Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted, “I’m 

only telling you guys this much because of Shi Lin’s face, now, get out immediately!” 

These people said that because Shi Lin was going to be sent to prison, they came over to take charge, 

and it looked like they wanted to stand up for Shi Lin, but Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t be clearer, they weren’t 

standing up for Shi Lin, but they felt that if Shi Lin, as one of the Five Young Men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, 

was sent to prison like this, their face of the Five Young Men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang would be lost, so 

they came over to get back. 

If Shi Lin was not one of the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, Hu Yujin and the others would not 

have forced their way out, and this was something that Zhou Fei Fei saw more clearly than anyone else! 

What’s more, whether this Hu Yujin and the others came here to stand up for Shi Lin, or to intensify the 

conflict …… their real intentions, the devil knows! 

“Kid, which god are you?” 

The short man, Song Mingyuan, simply ignored Zhou Fei Fei’s warning as he jerked forward and came to 

Ji Feng with a cold smile, “I am Song Mingyuan, one of the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, Zhou 

Shilin’s brother, dare to tell me your name?!” 

Whew! 



Next to him, Guo Tao took a step forward, separating between Ji Feng and Song Mingyuan, he stared 

coldly at Song Mingyuan, one hand also touched backwards, the whole man was like a cheetah about to 

pounce on its prey, ready to strike! 

Song Mingyuan subconsciously retreated, this young man who suddenly appeared in front of him made 

him feel a hint of danger. 

This retreat was not obvious, but when Song Mingyuan reacted, his face instantly turned ugly, he had 

actually been scared back by one of the other party’s bodyguards, damn it! 

Next to him, Hu Yujin’s three faces were equally unpleasant, all three of their gazes were coldly fixed on 

Ji Feng, and they couldn’t help but snort coldly between their noses. 

Watching these four people’s actions, Zhou Fei Fei’s heart stuttered and cursed. If Hu Yujin and the four 

really annoyed Ji Feng, when the time came, as long as he was sure to pursue the matter in Shi Lin to the 

end, it would be strange if Shi Lin could save his life! 

The four Hu Yujin are not her brothers and usually give her face because they are not too different from 

each other in terms of family background, but now, they are not going to give too much face. 

Zhou Fei Fei could not help but peek at Ji Feng’s expression, but saw that he still had a calm face, as if he 

had not heard Hu Yujin’s words. This couldn’t help but make Zhou Fei Fei secretly wonder, wasn’t Ji Feng 

angry? 

Snap! 

Hu Yujin stepped forward and his originally ugly face became warm again. He patted Song Mingyuan’s 

shoulder and laughed, “Mingyuan, no matter what, since you’ve come to Jiangzhe, you’re our guest in 

Jiangzhe, you should always treat your guests politely.” 

“That also depends on whether the other party is worthy of our politeness, if it is a shameless lowlife, 

wouldn’t being polite with him degrade our status for no reason?” Song Mingyuan proudly swept a 

glance at Ji Feng, but he was too small, a full head shorter than Ji Feng, how this glance had a feeling of 

looking up to him, which made him very unhappy. 

“Oh ……” 

Ji Feng, who had been watching coldly, finally laughed as he looked at Zhou Fei Fei and asked, “These 

few people ……” 

“Ji Feng, these are Hu Yujin, Song Mingyuan, Peng Kuanqi and Senator Tao!” Zhou Fei Fei pointed out 

the four Hu Yujin one by one and introduced them to Ji Feng, but in her heart she was secretly 

wondering, after all the cold and crazy words Hu Yujin and the others said, not only did Ji Feng not get 

angry, but he wanted to get to know them? 

“Many thanks!” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and suddenly took two steps forward, patted Song Mingyuan’s shoulder and 

smiled, “Song Mingyuan, right? I’ll remember!” 



After saying that, he swept a glance at Hu Yujin who was standing next to Song Mingyuan, grinned, and 

then turned around and was about to walk out. 

Guo Tao immediately followed behind Ji Feng, and once Xiao Changhe and Lin Shengping saw that Ji 

Feng had left first, they both immediately followed. 

“Stand still!” Song Mingyuan shouted lowly and walked up slowly with a gloomy face, “You 

remembered? Remember what?” 

Ji Feng faintly shook his head and turned around, “Do you think that you are very impressive? You came 

here? Do you want to stand up for Zhou Shilin, or do you want to intensify the conflict between me and 

the Zhou family?” 

“You ……” Song Mingyuan was stunned, but he couldn’t answer for a moment. How could he do that, 

how could he ask that directly? Even though what he said was true, didn’t everyone express it implicitly? 

How could he be so tongue-in-cheek? 

Ji Feng looked at him and sneered, “If I were you, I wouldn’t make a fool of myself and come out strong, 

others aren’t as stupid as you think! If you really have more energy than you can use, go think about 

how to grow in height, little friend!” 

“You …… fart!” Song Mingyuan’s face instantly turned red and he growled through clenched teeth, what 

he hated most in his life was when people said he was short, and this had always been his heartache, 

but Ji Feng had said it without mercy and in that most sarcastic tone, how could he stand it?! 

Slap! 

A slap fiercely slapped Song Mingyuan’s face, instantly knocking him to the ground. 

Guo Tao coldly withdrew his hand and grunted; “Whoever dares to disrespect the boss again, don’t 

blame me for being merciless!” 

Everyone was dumbfounded by Guo Tao’s slap, Hu Yujin, Peng Kuanqi …… everyone froze and looked at 

Ji Feng and Guo Tao, they, how did they dare to make a move? 

The five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, in the entire province of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, who would 

dare to make a move against them? 

But now, Song Mingyuan was beaten in the face by a bodyguard-like little man, which made Hu Yujin 

and the others, for a moment, surprisingly did not know how to react! 

Ji Feng glanced at Guo Tao and reprimanded, “Why did you make a move? How impolite! Don’t allow 

this next time!” 

“Yes, boss!” Guo Tao immediately answered. 

“Just remember, let’s go!” Ji Feng nodded slightly and walked out with big steps. 

“Stop right there!” Song Mingyuan, who had fallen to the ground and covered his face, only reacted at 

this moment, he roared, “You dare to hit me? If I don’t kill you today, I won’t be called Song Mingyuan!” 



Ji Feng turned a deaf ear and walked out of the management committee’s office, followed by Xiao 

Changhe and Lin Shengping. 

“Damn it!” 

Hu Yujin grunted with a gloomy face, “Peng Kuanqi, call someone immediately and do that bastard for 

me!” 

“Hu Yujin!” Zhou Fei Fei suddenly interrupted him in a loud voice, “Before you do something, you’d 

better think carefully, don’t think that your father’s hands are free to care, if you really piss him off, your 

father won’t be able to protect you!” 

“Joke!” 

Hu Yujin sneered, “When have I ever considered the consequences of my actions? Fei Fei, you don’t 

have anything to do with that kid, do you?” 

“Hu Yujin, seeing as how we all usually have an okay relationship, let me advise you, don’t mess with 

him, and the rest of you, don’t get yourselves into trouble!” Zhou Fei Fei grunted, “You guys can’t afford 

to mess with him!” 

“Who the hell is that bastard?!” Song Mingyuan stood up and asked through gritted teeth, “Dare to hit 

me, even if he’s the King of Heaven, I’ll get him killed!” 

“A man from the Yanjing Ji family, even He Hongwei has to give him three points, who do you think he 

is?!” Zhou Fei Fei sneered and asked back. 

In a flash, everyone was silent. 

“A descendant of the Ji family?” Only after a long time did Hu Yujin ask with some hesitation, “Isn’t the Ji 

family just those few young men? Is he Ji Shao Lei or Ji Shao Jun?!” 

“You want to know? You can go ask him yourself!” Seeing Hu Yujin and the others who already had 

some retreat, Zhou Fei Fei hummed, “I’ve warned you guys a long time ago not to get yourselves into 

trouble, but you guys just didn’t listen, now you all know, right?” 

Hu Yujin and the others’ faces turned blue for a while, but they couldn’t say anything, and they never 

even mentioned the matter of retaliation. 

Song Mingyuan, on the other hand, had an extremely ugly face, and was even a little flustered. 

Perhaps Hu Yujin and the others could still afford to mess with Ji Feng and at most go home and be 

scolded severely, but not him, Song Mingyuan, if Ji Feng really took it up with him, his Song family would 

have to suffer extremely heavy losses! 

The reason is that the families of Hu Yujin and the others are either high-ranking officials or wealthy 

businessmen, but his family is a triad family! 

In China, although the triad families will never cease to exist, no matter how powerful they are, they are 

not worth mentioning in front of the power of the state, and once someone big is determined to deal 

with them, no one can protect the Song family! 



Because the underworld is a taboo in the first place! 

For the first time, an emotion called regret arose in Song Mingyuan’s heart! 
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Hu Yujin was also a bit stunned, and had a hint of scruples. 

His father is the second in command in the province, holding a lot of power, although there is still a 

handful of constraints, but in Jiangsu and Zhejiang can also be said to call the wind and rain the second 

government officials! 

Moreover, the Hu family has people in the central government above, and the faction that Hu Yujin’s 

father belongs to is not small in strength. Moreover, Hu Yujin’s father’s position in his faction is not low, 

and he is highly valued by the bigwigs of his faction. 

But if it was really a hard fight, Hu Yujin’s father would be absolutely unbeatable in front of the Ji family! 

Although the Ji family might not go too far for the sake of the big faction, if they really provoke the Ji 

family’s anger, it is not easy to say whether the bigwigs of this faction will protect them or not. 

This is just the big level, from the small side, it is absolutely impossible for the family to let themselves 

and Ji Feng go hard, even though the two sides are not a faction, but there will be collisions and 

cooperation between the big factions, and more often than not, there is still compromise. And the big 

faction that father was in would never allow himself to mess around. It wouldn’t even wait until the 

people of the big faction knew about it, Father would probably break his own legs to stop himself from 

causing any trouble to the big faction! 

What’s more, in terms of oneself alone, one’s own weight was definitely far inferior compared to Ji 

Feng. 

Under such circumstances, what could one do against Ji Feng? 

Apart from Hu Yujin and Song Mingyuan, the remaining Peng Kuanqi and Tao Senjun were also secretly 

afraid in their hearts. Among the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, the first two are the most 

powerful, Hu Yujin and Zhou Shilin, one is the son of a high official and the other is the only male 

member of a large family, the only son. 

Although Hu Yujin himself is not in the system, anyone in the circle knows how much his father, a high-

ranking official, loves him, otherwise, with the things Hu Yujin has done in the past, would he still be 

standing here? 

This son is the future helmsman of the Zhou clan in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, who holds a huge fortune and 

is no less powerful, and his network of official connections is no less than Hu’s. 

Other than that, the likes of Song Mingyuan and Peng Kuanqi are a little weaker. 

Song Mingyuan is the son of a mob boss in Hangzhou, but he is limited to Hangzhou and a few nearby 

cities, and cannot radiate to the whole of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, so to say he is one of the five young men 

of Jiangsu and Zhejiang is somewhat of an exaggeration. 



Peng Kuanqi and Tao Senjun, on the other hand, are also businessmen by birth. Only, the trade their 

families were in was different from Zhou’s, and they were also slightly less powerful than Zhou. 

At this moment, Hu Yujin and Song Mingyuan were feeling very scandalous, not to mention Peng Kuanqi 

and Tao Senjun. 

“I advise you all, it’s best just not to mess with him, otherwise, when the time comes, if you really annoy 

him, you will know the consequences yourselves!” Seeing Hu Yujin and the others’ changing faces, Zhou 

Fei Fei said at once, “Of course, if you guys are sensible, you can find the opportunity to befriend him 

……” 

“Humph!” 

Hu Yujin snorted coldly and said, “Fei Fei, am I Hu Yujin that snobbish? Not to mess with him, but yet not 

to befriend him on the pole either, there’s no need for that yet!” 

“Then it’s up to you!” Zhou Fei Fei brushed aside her mouth and said, “But I need to remind you, my 

brother Zhou Shilin there, you better not mess around, otherwise, the consequences will be more 

serious than you can imagine …… you also don’t say anything in front of my brother, if I find out… …” 

“Fei Fei, you should know how I feel about you, I am anxious about your brother, not only because we 

are the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, but more importantly, because of you!” Hu Yujin pushed 

his gold-rimmed glasses and said, “Fei Fei, as long as you are willing, I can get Shi Lin out of prison in a 

few months at most …… or even, I can make him not even go to prison at all, just …… ” 

“Hu Yujin!” 

Zhou Fei Fei looked at him with a grim face and hummed, “I advise you better not to do this, because 

you’re not helping Shi Lin, you’re hurting him!” 

Hu Yujin, however, smiled slightly and said, “Fei Fei, I don’t understand what you’re saying, how could I 

be harming Shi Lin by helping him?” 

Fei Fei Zhou snorted coldly, “Hu Yujin, don’t think that everyone else is stupid, I don’t believe that with 

your brain, you can’t think of what consequences your so-called helping Shi Lin will bring to Shi Lin and 

to the Zhou family!” 

Hu Yujin smiled and said, “Fei Fei, I really don’t understand what you are saying. I’ll tell you this, you 

know how I feel, in a couple of days I will speak to my father and ask him to ask someone to go to your 

family to propose a marriage, hopefully I will hear good news by then, in that case I will help Shi Lin as 

you want me to. If you are too indifferent and ignore me …… then I will have to help Shi Lin according to 

my own wishes, who made you so cold?!” 

“You ……” Zhou Fei Fei’s face turned red with anger as she said in a cold voice, “Hu Yujin, do you know 

what you are really doing to yourself? Don’t be stupid, or else, even if your father is a high official, my 

Zhou family may not really be afraid!” 

Hu Yujin smiled faintly and said, “Then, it depends on Fei Fei what choice you make ……” 

He suddenly lowered his voice here, took two steps forward and whispered, “Fei Fei, I know that your 

Zhou family also has equally hard connections in the central government, but …… no one is willing to 



extinguish their relatives in a big way, the reason why you want to punish Zhou Shilin severely is not 

because you are concerned about that bastard surnamed Ji? Hey …… if he knew that Zhou Shilin didn’t 

go to jail, or that after he went to jail, he got out within a few days, what would he think? …… will think 

you tricked him! The consequences when the time comes ……” 

“Shameless!” Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted, her pretty face flushed red with anger. 

Seeing the plump two soft flesh in front of Zhou Fei Fei’s chest, as well as the rich and delicate body, and 

the fat buttocks full of temptation …… Hu Yujin couldn’t help but secretly swallow his saliva, what a 

seductive beauty that one would like to press underneath and ravage madly! 

“You ……” 

Seeing Hu Yujin’s lust-filled eyes, Zhou Fei Fei was instantly furious, fiercely taking a step back and coldly 

snorting, “Hu Yujin, please behave yourself!” 

Hu Yujin instantly smiled heatedly and said, “How I should help Shi Lin depends on how Fei Fei you 

choose …… Below is the original stone trade fair, why don’t we go down together and have a look?” 

Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted, “I’ll go by myself, bye!” 

She turned around in a huff and walked out, taking it in stride. 

Looking at her swaying figure and that upturned fat ass, she looked at it fiercely for a couple of 

moments before coldly snorting …… I’ll see how you can escape! 

“Boss Hu, what should we do next?” Song Mingyuan was a bit out of ideas, having offended the Ji family, 

this had left him a bit at a loss! 

Hu Yujin looked at Peng Kuanqi and Senator Tao and asked, “What do you two plan to do?” 

Senator Tao himself seemed to be the opposite of his name, a single-bodied, somewhat pale man who 

at first glance seemed to be an over-indulged fop, completely devoid of any semblance of a soldier, 

which, in fact, was true. 

But those who were familiar with him knew that this man was the most sinister of the five young men of 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and also the one with the best brains, and when there was anything, everyone 

would look to him for advice. 

“Boss Hu, I think ……” 

Senator Tao stroked his chin and said, “Although that one surnamed Ji is from the Ji family in Yanjing, 

you have also said that you have met all those major sons and daughters of the Ji family, and looking at 

his age, that one surnamed Ji is not an important person from the Ji family either!” 

Hu Yujin and the others instantly lit up, “You mean ……” 

“Try him out!” 

Senator Tao gritted his teeth and said, “If he’s just an unimportant person of the Ji Family …… humph!” 



Hu Yujin’s three faces also showed smiles, if he really was just an insignificant person, with their status, 

it would not be a matter of flipping their hands if they wanted to fix him? 

“Then what if he is an important person of the Ji family?” Song Mingyuan asked. 

“So what if he’s an important person?” Senator Tao coldly snorted, “Our five young men from Jiangzhe, 

even if we can’t defeat him, we can’t just shrink away!” 

“That’s right! Let’s play, when it comes to playing, who are we afraid of!” Peng Kuanqi also sneered. 

“Let’s go!” Hu Yujin snorted coldly and led the way out with a big stride. 

“Holy shit, what day is it anyway, why have all these ancestors come here?” That remaining director, 

Wang, touched a cold sweat in fright: “Luckily nothing went wrong, otherwise ……” 

He couldn’t help but shiver! 

…… 

“Boss, did I just cause trouble for you?” Out of the simple room, Guo Tao asked. 

Ji Feng instantly laughed, “What kind of trouble is that! It was well done, don’t have any psychological 

burden!” 

“That’s good!” Guo Tao smiled and nodded his head. He didn’t have a good feeling towards these dudes 

in the first place, and when he saw those few guys speak out of turn in the management committee 

office, he naturally couldn’t hold back. 

And what those guys said, Ji Feng didn’t take it to heart at all, except that, for the names of those guys, 

he was deeply in his heart. 

The Five Young Men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang? 

Ji Feng snorted in his heart, what a thing! 

“Little Feng, the matter has been settled, I plan to return to Jiangzhou now, are you coming with us?” 

Xiao Changhe asked. 

“Uncle Xiao, you guys go back first, I’m going to shop around at this fair, see if there’s any good jadeite, 

it’s not bad to buy it to beat some pendants!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Good then, let’s part ways on this, we’ll contact each other when we get to Jiangzhou!” Xiao Changhe 

said. 

After the deception, Xiao Changhe was not willing to stay in Hangzhou for a day, not to mention that he 

had already left Hangzhou for seven or eight days, so he naturally felt like returning to his hometown. 

After sending Xiao Changhe away, Ji Feng smiled and said, “Guo Tao, let’s go over and take a stroll …… 

ee?!” 

Ji Feng’s gaze inadvertently swept over, and he was struck by the fact that he seemed to have seen a 

familiar figure in the crowd just now, but it was gone in a flash …… 



  

Chapter 580 

“Who could it be?” 

Ji Feng pondered slightly, that figure just now was indeed very familiar, and it was the back of a woman, 

he could be sure that he must know that person. 

But because he had delayed some time in the MC office, the fair was now gradually getting crowded and 

even becoming a bit crowded, and there was indeed some difficulty in trying to find someone in the 

middle of this crowd and not knowing who the other person really was. 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, and stopped thinking about it. He and Guo Tao just wandered 

around, rightly so, to see what was going on. 

The road was full of sightseeing, and Ji Feng had a good time watching. But in his heart, he was not as 

relaxed and casual as he seemed on the surface. 

All these raw stones, big or small, were actually piles of money to Ji Feng! 

“Since we’ve come to this trade fair, it’s really a waste of a great opportunity if we don’t get some 

jadeite before we leave!” Ji Feng smiled faintly and said, “Guo Tao, go to the stall and take a look.” 

Guo Tao nodded and looked casual even on the surface, but was loose on the outside and extremely 

alert on the inside. 

Just now in the management committee office beat up a dude, Guo Tao is not afraid of the other party 

retaliating against himself, but if he is not careful and let the other party hurt the boss, then he would 

really be derelict in his duty. 

“Stone solving minion~~!” 

Ji Feng was about to go to a stall to look at the raw stones when he suddenly heard a yell coming from 

not far away. 

“Solving stones? Go over and take a look!” Ji Feng immediately led Guo Tao towards the source of the 

sound. 

When they arrived at the place, they found that quite a few people had already gathered here, 

surrounding the stone-dissolving place inside, and they couldn’t even see the scene inside from standing 

outside. 

“Boss, let’s squeeze in!” Guo Tao said immediately. Being blocked by people, he couldn’t see the stone 

solving scene. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “No need, we can just stand in the corner!” 

Since he was planning to attend the original stone fair, Ji Feng naturally had to abide by the rules here 

and couldn’t break the public’s anger, moreover, even if he stood in the corner, it wasn’t that he 

couldn’t see the scene inside, he just couldn’t see it too clearly. 



“Everyone give way, give way!” At this moment, a person yelled loudly, causing the onlookers to 

gradually disperse, and the circle suddenly became much larger. 

Ji Feng and Guo Tao both immediately saw the gap and squeezed in without a trace. 

“Guo Tao, be careful of the little thief hiding in the crowd!” Ji Feng admonished with a smile, as long as 

there was this kind of trade fair or some large event, there would definitely be thieves, those people 

were simply better at spotting business opportunities than some of the most astute businessmen – it 

was easiest to strike when everyone was concentrating on something! 

“Boss, don’t worry, as long as any little thieves dare to come near, I won’t let them get away!” Guo Tao 

said confidently. Just kidding, after several years of working as a mercenary and fighting on the edge of 

life and death every day, would he still be afraid of a few little thieves? 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, then he said no more and turned his attention to unlocking the stone. 

The person preparing to unlock the stone was a middle-aged man with a slight belly, and next to him 

were two young men. The three of them were pushing a piece of raw stone half a person high on a flat 

trolley with the staff of the unlocking office, and put it next to the unlocking machine. 

“Old Han, have you seen another rough stone of good quality?” One of the onlookers seemed to be 

familiar with the middle-aged man who was about to solve the stone, and asked smilingly, “It’s rare to 

see the finest jadeite these days, Old Han, I hope you can solve a good-looking jadeite!” 

“Thank you for your kind words!” The middle-aged man laughed, so many people around him did not 

have a bit of nervousness, it can be seen, must be a veteran of the jade industry. 

Ji Feng looked on with a smile, but secretly, he slowly activated the bio-current, acting on his eyes, and 

looked at the half-human high raw stone. 

He couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, although there was green mist inside this original stone, 

there was no jadeite, or rather, no jadeite had formed yet, this should be considered a gambling 

collapse. 

“This is one slice of heaven and one slice of hell ah, before it was unraveled, this old Han is afraid that he 

will hold a lot of hope, but the result of the unraveling will definitely disappoint him ……” Ji Feng shook 

his head secretly and turned his head, “Let’s Let’s go!” 

“Yes ……” Guo Tao had just opened his mouth when a delicate voice that sounded like a soft Wu Nong 

voice suddenly came from the side, “Ji Feng?!” 

Swish! 

Ji Feng jerked his head back and immediately laughed, “It’s you? So you’re here too! …… Also, you have 

a jewellery company of your own, you must need raw materials ……” 

The person who spoke was no other than Ji Feng’s old acquaintance, Qin Shujie. 

When Ji Feng looked back, he saw Qin Shujie, who was wearing a professional outfit and was full of 

fashion and leanness, looking at herself with a smile on her face. Beside her, there were two other men, 

as well as a girl who was about twenty-four or twenty-five years old. 



This was a party of four! 

The girl was holding a kun bag in her hand, and looked like she should be Qin Shujie’s resident hand or 

something like that, as for the two men, one was a middle-aged man in his fifties or sixties, while the 

other, a young man in his twenties. The old man was also holding a magnifying glass in his hand, so I 

guess he should be the gambling master Qin Shujie hired. 

When she saw Ji Feng turn around, a hint of surprise flashed across Qin Shujie’s beautiful eyes as she 

asked joyfully, “How come you’re here? Trying to solve the sky-high jadeite again?” 

Ji Feng instantly sighted and shook his head, “Heavenly jadeite, where is it so easy to get? This thing still 

mainly depends on luck! Mr. Qin …… Well, Sister Qin ……” 

He shook his head with a bitter smile, just as soon as the phrase ‘General Qin’ was uttered, he saw Qin 

Shujie’s beautiful eyes instantly reveal a displeased look, remembering what happened between the two 

of them before, Ji Feng could only change his tone with a bitter smile and call her Sister Qin. 

Only then did Qin Shujie’s beautiful eyes reveal a hint of joy and she said joyfully, “Ji Feng, are you 

planning to make a move today as well?” 

Ji Feng did not hide it, but smiled and nodded, saying, “There should be this possibility, but it’s not 

certain, after all, I’m just taking my chances ……” 

“Take a chance, that’s a move only amateurs can make!” Before Ji Feng had finished his words, the 

young man next to Qin Shujie suddenly said. 

Ji Feng immediately raised his eyebrows and smiled; “Sister Qin, I’ll leave you alone for now, I wish Sister 

Qin a great success today!” 

“Hey!” Qin Shujie was instantly anxious and hurriedly took a step forward, pulling Ji Feng’s arm in a 

panic: “Ji Feng, do you hate sister that much? You want to leave after just meeting her?” 

“That’s not true, I’m just afraid of disturbing Sister Qin’s business ……” Qin Shujie leaned very close, and 

her hands even pulled Ji Feng’s arm, which immediately made Ji Feng feel his arms brushing against two 

soft things, and his nostrils were filled with a woman’s unique fragrance, which made him more or less 

uncomfortable. 

Qin Shujie did not seem to realize how much temptation she had brought to Ji Feng, she smiled 

coquettishly: “Ji Feng, for your luck, I have seen it before, how about it, can you help my sister look at a 

few pieces of mao stones?” 

“Humph!” 

That young man immediately gave another cold snort and said, “Mr. Qin, my master is an expert in this 

area, and I am almost out of the master, looking at rough stones, it’s safer to be professional, that kind 

of thing, luck, is very unreliable! Mr. Qin, don’t fall for other people’s tricks!” 

Against me? 

Ji Feng had just ignored that young man and didn’t see eye to eye with him, now that the other party 

took the initiative to provoke him, he couldn’t help but look at that young man and immediately saw the 



jealousy and jealousy in the other party’s eyes, he immediately understood that this young man had that 

aspect of Qin Shujie and was jealous when he saw Qin Shujie getting close to himself …… 

It’s really a lot of jealousy! 

He couldn’t help but touch his nose and said with a bitter smile, “Sister Qin, I’m really just relying on luck 

to look at gross stones, if I make you lose your money then, you can’t blame me!” 

By saying this, he was undoubtedly agreeing to do so, and he simply chose to ignore the young man’s 

hostility, this undeserved disaster that had inexplicably flown his way, he simply didn’t care. 

“My company was saved by you, what else is there to say about losing money or not!” Qin Shujie smiled 

sweetly at once and said, “Then let’s hurry over after watching the stone being solved!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Sister Qin, if you want to buy jadeite, you might as well go and pick it out yourself, this 

rough stone has little chance of turning out green!” 

“Hmph, what a big mouth!” 

The young man spoke again at once, he sneered, “A person who only gambles on stones by luck, how 

dare he make an assertion?” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned slightly, even if his temper was good, he would not allow others to make 

sarcastic remarks three or four times. 

Qin Shujie was instantly a little displeased and turned her head, “Master Mao, isn’t your disciple a little 

……” 

The middle-aged man then said slowly, “Guiyan, don’t talk nonsense, even if it’s the truth, you should 

keep it in your heart, otherwise, it will look like we are rude!” 

What kind of words are these?! 

This time not only Ji Feng, but even Qin Shujie and Guo Tao, also frowned at the same time. What did it 

mean that even if it was the truth, it had to be kept in the heart? This meant that Ji Feng indeed did not 

know how to speak nonsense? 

“Master Mao, I invited you here to look at the mao stones, not to sarcastically criticize my friend!” Qin 

Shujie instantly sank her face, “I hope you won’t say something degrading!” 

“Mr. Qin, you’d rather trust a person who only looks at gross stones by luck than me and Master?” The 

young man named Guiyan said at once, “Mr. Qin, in order to prevent you from being deceived, I’ll show 

you how unreliable this luck thing really is!” 

“Huang Guiyan, what are you showing me!?” Qin Shujie’s eyebrows knitted slightly. 

“Just look at this piece of rough stone that is about to be solved!” Huang Guiyan pointed at the piece of 

rough stone next to the stone solving machine and looked at Ji Feng again, proudly saying, “This one, 

since Mr. Qin trusts you so much, then you should speak up, what is your basis for saying that this rough 

stone is not green?” 

“Luck, feeling!” Ji Feng said indifferently. 



“Well then, let’s see if this mao stone will come out green or not, if you are not allowed to say so ……” 

Huang Guiyan couldn’t help but have a mocking smile on his face, his intention was self-evident! 

 


